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Season’s Greetings to all! 
 

We have reached the time of year when the Christmas holiday is a reality rather than 

a hope. All around our small planet people are celebrating this time of year through 

their own religious and cultural festivals. Light in the darkness of winter is given    

centre stage in many of these celebrations. Light is a symbol to show that we can 

overcome the challenges that face us and it reminds us that winter darkness will  

eventually give way to longer days and warmer temperatures. That  expectation   

exists even in Scotland! 
 

Christmas and the winter holidays are also about spending time with family and 

loved ones. Children grow up very quickly – maybe too quickly – so we have to    

treasure this stage of their development.  By next Christmas they will have changed 

again. 
  

The end of the year at school always brings mixed emotions.  We can look back with 

immense pride at what our pupils and staff have achieved in 2015.   It has been         

another trying year, with the full suite of new SQA qualifications being delivered and 

all parties needing to adjust to these whilst getting on with everything else.  We    

cannot, unlike road builders, close sections of the school while making the necessary 

updates and alterations and yet we have risen to the challenge and  succeeded by 

working  together. Christmas will give us all an opportunity to renew our energies. 
 

This time of the year is also about being generous and charitable.  1 in every 5 young 

people in Scotland’s capital city lives below the poverty line, and in the Broughton HS 

catchment the proportion is even higher. Every child and young  person must have 

the chance to fulfil their potential, regardless of wealth.  
 

The fact that many of us are celebrating Christmas in appreciation of a baby born in    

a stable while his parents were a long way from home has rarely been more relevant. 

I wish you and your families a very Merry Christmas and a happy and healthy New 

Year.   
 

John Wilson                                                                                                                  

Headteacher 
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 Art Department 
 
 

Edinburgh Christmas Tree Festival 

The committee at St Andrew's and St George's West were so impressed 
with Rachel Moir’s "Tree of Stars" artwork from last year’s Edinburgh 
Christmas Tree Festival competition, that they are using it for their main 
printed publicity this year.   Last year they used her artwork to  make       
banners for the pillars facing George Street.   This year’s title is SHINE and 
the Festival will run from  11-24 December 2015. 

 

 

 

Travelling Gallery 

In November, students from Broughton High School were 
given the exciting opportunity to go onboard The Travelling 
Gallery, which made an appearance at the school! 

The Travelling Gallery is a custom-built mobile contemporary 
art space inside a big beautiful bus, which brings high quality 
contemporary art exhibitions and events to schools and  
communities throughout Scotland. 

The Travelling Gallery's autumn exhibition, started touring 
on  August 22.  The exhibition is a selection of past Scottish 
Turner Prize winners and nominees, to  complement      
Tramway Glasgow hosting the Turner Prize this  year. The  
exhibition is a wonderful opportunity to see and explore the 
work of high profile artists, such as Christine Borland with 
Brody Condon, Martin Boyce,  Ian Hamilton Finlay, Douglas 
Gordon, Callum Innes, Jim Lambie, Ciara Phillips, Lucy Skaer 
and David Shrigley. 

 

 

 

                         Advanced Higher Success 

  

Harriet Johnston, who successfully completed her   
Advanced Higher Art & Design course with an A 
grade this year, has been chosen to show her work 
at the SQA Advanced Higher showcase event at 
Scotland Street School Museum Glasgow. Harriet 

produced a very strong portfolio of illustration work which 
the SQA were ‘most  impressed’ with.  

She will be exhibiting her folio from Friday 11 December 2015 to 30 January 2016.   
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Shoe Box Appeal 

2015 
 
 

Staff and pupils of Broughton High School 

filled an amazing 79 shoe boxes this year 

so that Santa could  deliver presents to 

some very grateful  recipients in   Eastern 

Europe. 
 

Thank you to all pupils and staff who  

contributed. 
 

 
 

Health and Food 

Technology –   TUMNUS and TEA 

As part of the S3 Narnia IDL activity, a group of pupils were 

transported back in time to the 1940s.   

They found themselves in wartime Britain, employed  by the 

Ministry of Food.  They were commanded by Churchill to 

‘Design and Make’ a range of food dishes for afternoon tea. 

This sounded quite a simple task.  

However, they had very limited ingredients because of   war-

time rationing.  They had to use ingenuity and creativity to 

come up with a wide variety of dishes. The results were fantastic.  From Pear, 

Carrot and Potato Tart to Gingerbread Stars and  I don’t think anyone will forget 

the Chocolate Potato Spread. Such Fun! 
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WHEELCHAIR TENNIS REPORT 
I am Ruairi Logan, I am 13 years old and I have played wheelchair tennis for six 

years.  I would like to tell you about my latest victory in Gloucester at the 

Wheelchair Tennis Nationals 2015 winning the singles and doubles from 4-6 

December  This means I am the national junior champion!  I played my first 

round early in the morning against Ben Johnson Rolfe and won that 6-1 6-0, 

but the scoreline did not describe the match as Ben played very well and I 

found it a challenge to beat him. Later on that day I played George Jerimiah 

and beat him 6-0 6-0 but again I felt good that day and was doing a lot of things 

right. That was me finished for the day, so I finished a great day off  watching the mens’           

division, Tony Knappet and Keith Thom played a very exciting match.  

The next day I played Nathaniel Lowe Cordingly who played surprisingly very well. He really had me on the 

run a few times, I won that match 6-0 6-0. Later on in the day I played doubles with Ben Johnson Rolfe 

against the English pairing of Nathaniel Lowe Cordingly and George Jeramiah.  Because there were only 

four of us we were automatically through to the final.  We won that match 6-4 7-6[2].  

I am very pleased with these results and hope I continue to do well in the sport.                                           

          Ruairi Logan 



Modern Languages Department 
 

Bilingual Programme 
Bilingual students in S3 and S4 will be presented this session for qualifications in National 5 and Higher         

Mandarin, Italian, French and Spanish.  We are delighted to announce that, for the first time, Broughton will 

also present S5/6 students for GCSE Polish.  If your child is bilingual and in S1 or S2, they will be offered the    

opportunity to sit an early qualification in S3, or, in the case of Polish, S5/6. 
 

 

S3 Mandarin – Business Languages Champions 
 

Mr Huang’s S3 Mandarin students have begun a project with the Balmoral  Hotel 
which will enable them to learn valuable employability skills and also use their 
Mandarin for a practical purpose.  Organised by SCILT (Scotland’s National      
Centre for Language, Strathclyde University), the Business Language         
Champions programme enables language classes to link with local businesses 
for just these purposes.  On Wednesday 9 December twelve students         
accompanied by Mr Huang and Mrs Tosh visited the Balmoral for the first 
stage of our project.  We were warmly welcomed on a particularly cold day 
by Mr Andrew Jeffrey,   Quality and Development Manager.  Students took 
part in a Cultural  Awareness session where they learned about the     
different nationalities of the people who visit the hotel and how the hotel  
will cater for cultural differences.  For example Chinese guests would  
never be given a room with the number 4 because in Mandarin the word                   
for 4 sounds similar to the word   

for death.  We were then give a tour of the hotel,  
both front and back of house.  The highlight was being able to visit the 
‘JK Rowling Suite’ where she finished her book Harry Potter and the 
Deathly Hallows.  We visited the Michelin Star kitchen and restaurant, the 
Palm Court and many other places.  We learned about the history of the 
building too, and how originally it was built to service the railway station.  
Students also took part in a CV writing and Interview Workshop where 
they learned good and bad     practice from the perspective of Balmoral 
staff.  Pupils received a personalised certificate and a goody bag at the 
end of their visit.  It really was a 5 star experience and we are very     
grateful to the Balmoral for this opportunity. 
Next term Mr Huang’s students will create leaflets for the hotel to use 
with their staff. They will provide cultural information and language 
which may be useful to the hospitality trade when dealing with Mandarin  
speaking guests.  We are looking forward to creating these leaflets for 
the Balmoral. 
 

 

TAFAL (Teach a Friend a Language) 
Students who speak another language fluently have paired up with a friend to teach them some of their        

language.  The competition, which will be held in the summer term, has already attracted many students and 

some of the languages represented are Japanese, Kurdish and Spanish.  On the day of the competition in June, 

partners will have conversation in the language of choice and recite a short poem.  There will also be displays 

of food and costumes from the countries represented.  Community speakers of the languages will be invited to 

judge the entries.  If you have not yet entered but are interested, please see Mrs Morali-Silver or Ms Paton. 
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Celebration of Languages 

In the last week of September we held our annual Celebration of 

Languages, although this year bigger and  better than ever         

before.  Our students at Broughton speak approximately 40 languages other than 

English and we feel this is worthy of a celebration.  Here are the events which 

took place that week:     Assemblies presented by Jack Curran, Charlotte Watt, 

Faithful Bentoro and Greta Tobermann.  Jack, Faithful and Charlotte talked about 

their trip to Spain in June while Greta describer her trip to China in the summer 

holidays with other students from across Scotland.  Greta took part in a language 

immersion course.  

S3 bag-making:   Mr McLaren’s S3 class designed bags 

with a  Spanish theme.        Broughton’s Learning Council  comprised of pupils from 

cluster  primaries and Broughton students, designed a quiz which S1 classes        

completed during the Celebration of Languages Week.   S2 students took part in an 

IDL project with the Health and Food  Technology  department.   In French class 

they learned how to  understand a crêpe recipe, and in HFT class they  made the 

crêpes,    following the recipe in French.  They were  delicious.  
 

Former pupils Stefania Otelli Zoletti and Ruby Zajac visited Broughton and  delivered 
a presentation to S4-6 students about how they have used their     languages since they left school.  Ruby took 
part in Project Trust in Honduras, is studying French and Spanish at  University and had just returned from a 
year living in  Mexico.  Stef is currently working in Edinburgh and using her languages but has also recently    
returned from China where she was an au pair for a year.  Both have had amazing experiences and pupils were  
interested to hear that the language you learn at school, whatever level, can take you far.  Quite literally!   

 

S5-6 French and Spanish students took part in a translation duel.  We had 

watched  translation duels during the Book Festival in August and decided to 

organise a similar event on a smaller scale.  Students worked in teams to    

translate their poem and to justify their choice of  translation.   Many bilingual  

students taught classes a little of their language and culture.  It is not an easy 

thing to do and we would like to  congratulate them for their excellent    

presentations.   S1 pupils took part in a Sign Language workshop  delivered by 

Carole Wallace from Donaldson’s in Livingston.    Mrs Garcia  organised a      

continental breakfast for staff.  Pain au chocolat, croissants and fresh juice were the order of the day.             

Mrs González taught staff to dance salsa during a lunch time dance workshop.  

Spanish Film Festival 
In October a group of twenty S3 students, accompanied by Mrs García and Broughton’s  Spanish assistant,   

Irene González, attended a showing of the film ‘Cinco Días Para Bailar’ at the Filmhouse.  In Colegio                 

Larramendi, San Sebastián, 80 boys and girls between the ages of 14 and 16 take part in an initiative which they 

will never forget.  Although they have never danced before, they will have to choreograph a dance in 5 days. 

But the challenge is much more than just learning to dance, as they will have to learn to communicate and    

express their feelings through dance.  Wilfried Van Poppel and Amaya Lubeigt are the choreographers. He is 

Dutch, she is Basque. Dance is the common language.  The film was thoroughly enjoyed by all who attended . 
 

Paris 2016 
We would like to thank parents and staff for their generous donations to our raffle which will be drawn on 
Monday 21 December at break time.  We would ask students to have their raffle ticket money returned to Mr 
Windever (or any of the other teachers going to Paris) by registration on Monday 21st at the very latest.  We will 

also take part in at least two fundraising supermarket bag packs in the New Year.  We would like 
each student to help out for a couple of hours.  We have organised these fundraisers to keep the 
cost of the trip to a minimum and to enable the students to have treats when in Paris. 
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English Department 
 

Macbeth Trip 
Mrs Daniel’s Higher and Advanced Higher classes took a trip to see the new ‘Macbeth’ film starring Michael 

Fassbender in the lead role at a school preview screening on October 29th. A visually stunning film, it really 

made the Scottish landscape the real star of the show. There were some unexpected plot twists which     

weren’t in Shakespeare’s original text and it made for interesting discussion after the trip. 
 

Hip Hop Club 
Hot on the heels of the cinematic release of ‘Straight Outta Compton’, hip hop club were delighted to win the 

Senior Act Prize at the House Music Competition. Along with Ms Brown, MCs James Jardine, Suleyman   

Moustafa and Liam O’Neill wrote and performed their own version of NWA’s hit ‘Express Yourself’.          

Broughton’s very own Nu-Tang Clan rocked the house and had the 

crowd on their feet!  
 

Ministerial Visit 
The English Department hosted a visit from Dr Alasdair Allan,  Minister 

for Learning,  Sciences and Scotland's  Languages on 2 December. He 

came to see the innovative work being done on the  development of the 

Scots Language and the English Department's link with Banff Academy 

as part of the Keen Tae Ken Yer Kin project. Our learners are paired with 

learners in Banff to share their learning and  examine the differences in 

regional varieties of Scots.   More information about the visit can be 

found here:   https://blogs.glowscotland.org.uk/glowblogs/

eslb/2015/12/02/minister-visits-school-to-celebrate-their-work-in-scots/ 
 

Mrs Daniel’s current S4 and pupils from S3 who  worked on the project with Mrs Daniel last year met with the 

minister to show what they had learned. Dr Allan was very impressed with their knowledge and creativity. Mr 

Cairns’  S5 and S6 Media students also met with Dr Allan and engaged in a very thoughtful and informed         

discussion about the representation of Scots in the film industry. 
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Broughton PE Teacher Competes in  

Table Tennis Championships 
 

The 20th Commonwealth Table Tennis Championships are   be-
ing held in Surat, India from  16 to 21 December. 
 

Broughton PE teacher, Craig Howieson, is one of 5 Scottish            
entrants, along with entries from Singapore, England,         
Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Nigeria, Wales, South Africa, 
Malaysia,  Cyprus,  Jersey and several other important         
Commonwealth Federations. 
 

The Championships are being played over 6 days with the first 
part being devoted to the Men’s and Women’s team events 
and the second half to the individual events, consisting of  

                Men’s and Women’s Singles, Men’s and Women’s Doubles and 
                Mixed Doubles.    
 

Further information is available here.  Good luck Craig from all at Broughton! 

https://blogs.glowscotland.org.uk/glowblogs/eslb/2015/12/02/minister-visits-school-to-celebrate-their-work-in-scots/
https://blogs.glowscotland.org.uk/glowblogs/eslb/2015/12/02/minister-visits-school-to-celebrate-their-work-in-scots/
http://tabletennisscotland.co.uk/scotland-off-to-a-good-start-at-the-20th-commonwealth-tt-championships/
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Gymnastics 
Broughton's gymnasts have had a very busy term perfecting routines and learning lots of 

new skills.  We have also had some great results at the British Schools Heats and the       

Lothian Schools Competition.   You can read more and see some photos here:   

On Friday 18 December, the first annual Broughton High School Santa Walk will be       
taking place during registration and Periods 1 and 2. The event will involve the whole 
school, staff and pupils, with the aim of raising funds for the school and a number of 
chosen charities. In their registration classes, pupils will make their way around a      
predetermined route from Broughton High School to Inverleith Park and back again, 
with a number of ‘Selfie’  challenges involved during their walk.  

This is sure to be a fantastic event, help organised by an S2 IDL class. Over 1000      
people will be involved, all wearing festive attire and full of Christmas spirit. 

BROUGHTON HIGH SCHOOL SANTA WALK 2015 

Staff v Pupils Basketball Match 2015 

On Thursday 10 December, the Broughton High School staff played their annual  
basketball match against the pupils. This has been a fierce encounter over the years 
and this year did not disappoint with both sides going for the win; bragging rights at 
stake!!! 

The Broughton staff line up was Mr McAdam, Mr Grieve, Miss Gill, Mrs Thomas,                     
Mr Porteous, Mr O’Regan, Mr Douglas, Alessandro Campiola (Senior basketball 
coach) and Robert Ure. 

The staff ran out 43 – 21 winners which means staff have only been beaten once in the past 5 encounters - do I 
hear the NBA calling?!? 

Duke of Edinburgh Gold 

Many congratulation to Conall Bryce, 6S, who completed his Gold Duke of Edinburgh 

Award. Gold itself requires 12 months of Volunteering.  For the Physical and Skills section 

he had to spend a further 18 months in total completing these.  

As well as a four day expedition in wild country Conall took part in a residential staying 

away from home for five days and four nights doing a shared activity with people he    

didn't know.  Conall was delighted to have completed the award and it gave him a real 

chance to do something different and fun!  

           Well done Conall! 
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Project Narnia  - Broughton High School 2015  

 
Over the last three years Lyceum Creative Learning has delivered three 

ground breaking Creative Learning Programmes within  Edinburgh 

schools: Project Dream,  Project Scrooge and Project BFG.  These programmes were             

supported by City of  Edinburgh Arts and Creative Learning. Broughton High School was   

selected as one of 4 Edinburgh High Schools to take part in Project Narnia this year. 
 

 

The whole S3 year group at Broughton High School enjoyed a trip to the Lyceum Theatre to 

see the Christmas production of The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe on 30 November.   In response to the 

play and the selection of a chapter title from the book as a starting point work began for the 3 day challenge.  

Staff from across the school were involved in the planning and delivery of the project that culminated in the 

Narnia presentation on Thursday 3 December.  Our presentations at Broughton included static exhibition 

stands, treats to taste, performances, written pieces, musical and oral presentations.  Pupils and staff used a 

varied range of materials and equipment along the way and the development of new skills helped build     

confidence in our pupils.  Working as part of a group and as individuals has highlighted our ability to problem 

solve, share ideas and respond creatively to a new challenges. 

 
 

The Witch’s House:   Mrs Pettigrew & Mrs McKay, Social Subjects 
Stone Creatures.  Model making display and storytelling. 
 

Always winter:   Mrs Wingate, Art & Design 

Painted winter window display.  
 

Back to Reality:   Miss Anderson & Ms Brown, English 

News report on the discovery of a portal to Narnia. Filming with iPads. Film     

editing.    Studio film set. 
 

Aslan is Nearer:  Miss Blyth, Science 

Eternal winter, climate change, nature. Mockumentary, display, filming and 

iMovie.    Experiments 
 

Tumnus and Tea:   Miss Gristwood & Miss Paton, HFT   

Rationing, poster design, Turkish delight, afternoon tea. 
 

The Witch’s Courtyard:  Mrs MacDonald, Art & Design 

Headpiece design for chosen character/animal.  Paper sculpture, wire                   

manipulation. 
 

The Spell Begins to Break:  Ms Lundy, Drama 

Physical theatre, soundscape, collaborative writing, final ‘play for radio’.      

Soundscapes.    Decorating plinths.   
 

Peter’s First Battle:  Mrs Katzig 

Shields, banners, language.  
 

In to the Forest: Miss McIntosh, Art and Design 

Bookmaking.  Wardrobe door covers, trees, concertina books, hand stitching.                        

Final book – A1 + miniature books. 
 

Deep Magic, Mrs Wyman, Drama 

Drama installation, storytelling, mask making. 

Creative Learning Programmes History 

Broughton High School Creative Challenge:  1 – 3 December 2015 

Broughton High – Project Teams 

http://www.lyceum.org.uk/creative-learning
http://www.lyceum.org.uk/creative-learning/schools-programme/school-projects/project-dream
http://www.lyceum.org.uk/creative-learning/schools-programme/school-projects/project-scrooge
http://lyceum.org.uk/creative-learning/schools-programme/school-projects/project-bfg
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Annis Archer, Esme Brown, Saskia Eng, Finlay Gaughan, Ethan Gillespie, Bonnie Higgs, Sean Hughes, 

Morven Warren-McArdle, Hannah Morrison, Katie Ross & David Watson. 

1. Always Winter - but never Christmas (Ravel - arr K. Thomson) 

2. Tea with Mr Tumnus   (Annis/Katie) 

3. The Snow Queen   (Morven / Hannah) 

4. Beaver Dance    (Finlay/Ethan/David/Sean) 

5. Counting Stars    (Tedder - arr. Saskia/Bonnie/Morven) 

                           

The City of Edinburgh Music School - Narnia Project 



SOCIAL SUBJECTS 
                     GEOGRAPHY FIELD TRIP 

We spent an enjoyable and educational three days at the 

Kindrogan Field Studies Centre.  Kindrogan is an old       

country house that has been converted into an  educational 

centre.   The centre has excellent  facilities which include 

classrooms,  accommodation and access to  geographical  

landscapes.  With the other two schools that were there we 

learned how to carry out three different field studies,    

within which we learnt multiple methods used to collect 

data.  We gained essential skills that will greatly benefit us 

when we carry out our own field study projects.   

Graeme Cullen Advanced Higher Geography Student 

 

       EDINBURGH BOOK FESTIVAL TRIP 

JESSE JACKSON 

We were given the amazing opportunity to go and see Jesse Jackson 

talk about his work with Human Rights at the Edinburgh International 

Book Festival. It was quite obvious that we were the youngest in the 

audience, which could  imply that young people aren’t as interested in 

human rights or political affairs but the fact that we were there clearly 

showed that this was not true. When Jackson spoke he held the          

audience in every word and the way he spoke was so wise and        

knowing. It was inspirational to see just how much he has cared about 

these issues and for his entire life and the fact that we were able to 

meet him was amazing. He was receiving an honorary degree from   

Edinburgh University and we were also invited to this ceremony 

which, although the traditional nature of it seemed slightly ridiculous, 

it was altogether an informative and inspirational evening:  celebrating 

human rights. 

Lucie Duffy, 5S1 

Meeting Arun Gandhi 

Thursday 24 September was a very special day for some of the Amnesty International Group members. 

Thanks to Victor Spence who organised Arun Gandhi’s visit to Edinburgh we had the opportunity to meet this 

very special men in person. ‘Lessons from my grandfather’ was the title of Arun’s lecture given in the Queen’s 

Hall. He spoke about the great legacy of his grandfather and reflected on the enduring wisdom of Mahatma 

Gandhi.  It was amazing to hear about Arun’s own childhood and great influence of his grandfather on his 

own life and personality. Arun is an excellent speaker, his lecture was full of emotional  stories about his life, 

beautifully combined with a message about peaceful and non-violent philosophy.   “I consider myself to be a 

peace farmer.  A farmer goes out into the field to plants seeds and hopes he will get a good 

crop. I go out wherever I can to plant seeds of peace.”     This time it was Edinburgh and we can 

only hope and try to take care as best as we can of the seeds we were given.    
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      HIGHER HISTORY PUPILS  SEE “SUFFRAGETTE”  

On Wednesday 4 November 2015, 33 pupils from Higher History went 

to The Filmhouse to see the movie Suffragette. The Filmhouse had 

put on a special offer for pupils to watch this for £3. The cinema was 

packed with pupils from all over Edinburgh and the Lothians.  In   

Higher History the study of poverty, women’s rights, politics,          

government, reform and  political action are looked at in detail. The 

movie allowed the pupils to see these facts come to life. It is well 

worth seeing and if you’ve not seen it already - take some tissues.  

Here are some reviews of the film from pupils:  

 “The suffragette film was very interesting and I learnt a lot from it. It 
made it much easier to really see how badly treated these woman were 
and how passionate they were for fighting for something they believed  
in.”                                                            

“The film was useful as it visually showed the struggle of the            
suffragettes and made it easy to understand and help learn about the 
group, rather than just reading off a page!”  

 “The film was worth watching because I learnt the struggles that women had to go through to gain the vote. 
They got attacked, imprisoned and treated horribly because they wanted the vote. I really enjoyed the film and 
thought it was very informative.”  

 
 

6th Year Students’ Accounts of trip to  

Auschwitz 

 

Two of Broughton’s sixth year 
students, Eilidh Keddie and      
Angelica Black went to         
Auschwitz in October this year as 
part of the  Holocaust Education Trust programme which 
offers two subsidised places for secondary school pupils 
across Scotland to learn about the Holocaust.    

 

 

You can read Eilidh’s account of the experience  here:  

 

and Angelica’s here:   



Inclusion Base   
The Inclusion Base has been in full swing this term!  

Located at the end of the support corridor, the Inclusion Base comprises one main classroom with two  

smaller rooms leading from it.  

We have been lucky to welcome two new Inclusion Base staff members this 

term; Ms Tara Khoury-Pupil Support Assistant and Ms Lindsay    Munro-English 

Teacher. Other staff who teach a range of subjects the base are: Ms Gonzalez, 

Ms Ellis, Ms Deans, Ms Jameson and Mr Seywright.   

We have approximately 30 students who are currently targeted to attend the Inclusion Base as part of their 

timetable and for catch up sessions.  We also host students who have been referred by subject departments 

or guidance teachers for shorter periods of personalised, targeted intervention.  Students study different 

subjects whilst in the Inclusion Base to help them gain as many qualifications as possible.  Some students 

also complete pastoral programmes tailored to their individual needs. 

Here are what some of our students have to say about the Inclusion Base:  

“The base is good. You get peace to work and you don’t get distracted.” Daniel Newlands, 4N1 
 

“It has a more relaxing     “I’d sit and work in  

atmosphere." Tamay-    the Inclusion Base 

Leigh Malloy, 4N1  all day! It’s nice to  

    be in a small class.” 

                   Emma Johnston, 4N2 

  

The Inclusion Base team look forward to celebrating student achievement!  

If you would like to know more about the Inclusion Base, please contact Ms MacMillan (Support for Learning) 

S1 Students Get Green Fingers!  
 

Since October 2015, two of our S1 students have made their way to Tynecastle High School 
every Thursday for a series of outdoor activities as part of the Greenshoots’  programme.    
Tommylee Sutherland and Ethan Manson have shared what they get  up to on the  
programme below. 
 

“When we get to Tynecastle High every Thursday we head to the ‘Breakfast Club’.   There we choose from 
toast, cereal, tea and hot chocolate.  When we’re having our breakfast, we talk to different students from 
other Edinburgh schools. 

After this we go to an area where we put on waterproof jackets and wellies so we 
don’t get soaked if it starts raining!  We also load up food bags and other stuff.  All of 
us then go on a minibus to wherever we are going that week.  It usually takes about 
25 minutes for us to get to where we are going.   When we get there we do lots of 
different things like hiking and we explore different  parts of the countryside. We 
also build shelters and cut back bushes using all sorts of equipment.  We have even 
cooked square sausage on a fire that we built and started          
ourselves. It tasted alright!” 

 

The boys describe the Greenshoots programme as being ‘fun’ and are looking forward to 

exploring many other parts of Edinurgh’s surrounding countryside.  The SfL            
department are proud of the boys who are looking forward to the Greenshoots 
awards ceremony just before Christmas.                                      
                                                                    Well done Ethan and Tommylee!!  
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Lunch Chill Club 
Coming to secondary school can be a challenging experience for our 
new S1 students.  Broughton High is a large and busy school, especial-
ly at lunchtime!   
 

For S1 students who prefer a quieter, more relaxing setting, the Lunch Chill Club is the 
place to be! 
 

Located in the Inclusion Base (SP7), a number of S1 students 
have benefitted from attending.   The club is supervised by Miss McLaren (CDT), 
Miss Anderson (English), Mr Douglas (PE) and Miss Blyth (Science). 
 

One of our fantastic S3 students has shown his commitment to helping S1 students 
at the club by helping the teachers supervise every day it runs! Kyle has spoken to 
the Lunch Chill Club ‘regulars’ and here’s what they had to say about it…. 

 

“I think this club is good. You meet new friends.  You can go on the laptop and 
computer.” Mohammed Rahman 1R2 
“I think this club provides relaxation and we can chill out. I think this is a great 
club.”  Juliano Allard 1R2 
It’s a really good club because we get to hang out.”  Ethan Manson 1R2 
“This club is fun.” Jay Shanley 1S1 

 “The club is fun and exciting.” Daniel Duffy 1S2 
“The club is very good if you want a quiet place, but also there’s other fun stuff to do.” Lennon Young 1A1 
 

Lunch Chill Club runs Monday - Thursdays every week. 

 

P7 Interactive Parents’ Evening  
 

On Tuesday 10 November 2015, three fantastic student volunteers, arrived to 
the Support for Learning Department at 5pm to help out at the P7 Interactive  
Parents’ evening. 
 

 Kyle Crooks (S3), Ethan Manson (S1) and Lucy McDonald (S1) stayed and  
helped for 2 hours!   

 

After consuming a wide assortment of chocolate based treats (to boost  energy levels, of course!), they  
commenced a wide range of duties. 
 

Firstly, the student team set up an iPad, laptop and mobile phone in order to ensure that  all devices were  
working efficiently in preparation for the ‘Kahoot’ game demonstrations.   Everything worked and the next  
job on the agenda was cleaning the classroom.   
 

Ethan, Lucy and Kyle then set to work giving the SP5 classroom a good  tidy. 
It was positively sparkling by the end of their cleaning frenzy! 
 

The team then decided what aspect of the SfL department they would like to  
tell parents about on the tour.   Kyle spoke about the reading groups in SP1;  
Lucy focused on  activities in SP5 and Ethan described the Lunch Chill Club and explained what the Inclusion  
Base is.  Students used their listening skills and responded to  parents effectively. 
 

When the time came, all 3 students did a great job of guiding parents around, explaining things and showing  
off their ICT and literacy skills during the Kahoot demonstrations.   
 

Parents who attended were impressed by the level of maturity the team showed.  We are really proud of  
Kyle, Lucy and Ethan and the hard work they did that evening.   
 

They were a credit to the SfL Department and to Broughton High!  
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Support for Learning - Super Team!      
 

We have recently welcomed two fantastic new Pupil Support Assistants to 
the department:  Mr Porteous who is working in class with our students and 
Ms Khoury who is supporting students within the Inclusion Base.  
 

Ms Deans also joined the SfL Department this year and has been successfully 
guiding some of our S1 students through the Toe by Toe dyslexia and SRA 
reading programmes.  Ms Deans is multi-talented as she also teaches PE at 
Broughton!  

 
Mrs Scotland, Mrs Gonzalez and Ms MacMillan's S1 English classes have played 
fun, educational games using the iPads, and have made regular visits to the 
Library and IT rooms. 
 
In Mrs Scotland and Mrs Murray's S2 English classes, students have enjoyed  
playing a selection of literacy games to reinforce concepts learned in the SRA reading programme. 

 

Literacy Development Workshops for Parents 
 
On a dark, windy and rainy Wednesday evening in November, the first session of  
four monthly parents’ literacy development  workshops took place 
in the Library.  Thankfully, inside it was warm and there were hot 
drinks and cakes available! 
 

Working in partnership with Ms Carey, Teacher of English and Ms McCulloch from the 
Adult Literacy Team, the SfL department invited all parents of students completing the 
SRA reading programme.  
 
Literacy Development Teacher, Fiona McCrory from the City of Edinburgh Council’s  
Additional Support for Learning Department kindly came along to offer support and advice.  
The Literacy Development Workshops aim to encourage regular parent-child reading sessions and raise  
attainment. 
 
During the first session parents were provided with an overview of the project’s  
context, including: National research findings, Broughton specific statistics,  
information about reading & spelling ages, the benefits of reading for pleasure and tips 
on how to engage and motivate their child to read.  
 
Ms McCulloch was on hand to give details of adult literacy courses, as well as, English 
as a Second Language courses.  
 
During the workshop, parents were given the opportunity to choose one of the three 
books shortlisted for the Scottish Book Trust Award. Parents were encouraged to take 
a book home and use it in reading sessions with their child. 
 
We had a fantastic evening and we were really pleased with the number of parents who came along and 

look forward to welcoming everyone back for the remaining 3 workshops taking place in December,        
January and February. 
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MVP PROGRAMME 

The 'Mentor in Violence Pre-
vention' (MVP) programme is being carried 
out this year in Broughton, for the first time.                              
The  programme aims to teach younger    
students in the school about violence and 
bullying and ways in which they can work to 
avoid it from happening. The first and fifth 
year students were approached with this 
idea and it has been effective for both year 
groups.  I am in fifth year and was lucky 
enough to be given the chance to become 
one of these mentors. For me, this included 
a two day training course out of school at 
Granton Youth Centre, and then the          
opportunity to lead four group sessions for 
first years, teaching them the skills and    
information I had learnt.  Running these  
classes has been very beneficial to me and 
the other mentors that I am working    
alongside.  It has improved my confidence as this is a vital aspect of engaging a full class and has also helped 
me to gain a better relationship with the students in first year. These relationships are also improving their 
initial experiences of secondary school as they feel supported by seniors in their learning.  Overall, the      
programme has taught a great deal to both myself, my peers in fifth year and the students in first year.  As 
an addition to my regular timetable it has been a valuable experience. 

Helen Hunter 5A1 
Broughton High School MVP Leader   

 

City of Edinburgh Music School 

UKM Arctic Youth Festival 
 

We recently received the exciting news that we had been given the opportunity to travel to Norway next 
year for the UKM Arctic Youth Festival.  Us and our friend, Kim, set up a trio playing Scots fiddle music, and 
so     decided to give auditioning a go.  We didn’t realise the scale of the trip and the competition we were 
up against until we found out that we were three of seven in the whole of Scotland that had been invited to 
take part in this opportunity. 
 

The UKM Arctic Youth Festival is an international festival in which all the Arctic countries from Russia to         
Finland to Iceland will gather in the north of Norway to perform at a series of concerts and a variety of 
events.   
 

We are so happy to be given such an amazing opportunity and we can’t wait for it next year. 
 

Freya Ruuskanen and Mia Scott, S4 
 

Mortonhall Memorial Garden Opening 

Harmony Rose-Bremner, 5A1, and Hannah Brookes, 4A2, played at the ceremony to open the Mortonhall      
Remembrance Garden on Friday 4 December. 
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Dance Department 
 

DanceFest  
 

S5/6 HNC Students have been asked to perform at DanceFest at the Festival Theatre on 19  January at 7pm. 
The students will perform a piece that was inspired by the MVP programme and Women’s Aid (choreographed 
by Miss Day and the dancers). This event is a celebration of excellence in dance and involves students from 
across Scotland. Tickets are £5 and are available from the Festival Theatre Box Office (0131 529 6000). 
Donations were collected and given to Edinburgh Womens Aid on behalf of the dance students; the Children 
and Young People’s Worker came to visit and watch the performance. These donations will go to help the 
women and children in womens aid and refuge centres. In Edinburgh 1 in 4 women/girls will be victims of     
domestic abuse.  

Rambert Elements - Choreographic Challenge 
 

S5/6 HNC Dance Students have also been successful in being chosen to participate in the Rembert Elements 
project. A member of the creative team from Rambert came out to the school to deliver a ‘tool kit’ to the     
students based on the work of Mark Baldwin, Artistic Director of Rambert. The students will then work     
alongside members of staff to create a piece which will then be performed on Thursday 28 January at the     
Festival Theatre Studio. We are hoping that we will create a collaboration alongside the music school students. 
One piece from the show will be chosen to go down to London and perform along with successful groups 
from across the country alongside Rambert.   
 

Rambert will allocate tickets to each school and these will be available , free, from the dance department. The 
performances will be at 2pm and 7pm. Please contact the school if you would like a ticket.   
 
 

Dance World Cup 2016 
 

Many of our students who attend Edinburgh Dance Academy (EDA) 
outwith school have been successful in qualifying for the Dance World 
Cup and will represent Team Scotland in Jersey in June 2016. They will 
compete in group dances, solos, duets and trios. The soloists who were selected were – Jade MacLeod,    
Tamara  Robertson, Jemma MacLeod and Rebecca Gabriel. This is the first year the Team Scotland are           
participating - well done and good luck to everyone that was chosen. 
 

Jade MacLeod, Tamara Robertson and Rebecca Gabriel are not long back after performing a dance piece 
called ‘Cyberbullies’ with EDA at the Royal Albert Hall in London – well done girls, what a fantastic experience.  
 
 

Ballet West – Nutcracker Performance 
 

Abbey Moir (S1) was successful in auditioning to be a Ballet West Associate. She attends monthly classes at 
Dance Base in Edinburgh and will be performing alongside the full-time students in the Nutcracker at the     
Edinburgh International Conference Centre in February – good luck Abbey, what a fantastic opportunity for 
you.  
Kieran Lynch Charity Cabaret Night 
 

I started acting/musical theatre at age 7, and started professionally at age 8.   I have always     

wanted to put on my own show, and always wanted to be leading man, but never got the          

opportunity.  I started to plan the  Cabaret Show about 8 months before getting the venue at 

Broughton High, and found the cast through friends and family in the industry, (professionals). 

I thought of what the cause should be, and wanted to use our school charity because of how the total raised 

would be doubled, plus it’s a great cause and different from others –React (formerly CalAid Edinburgh), which 

is a not-for-profit international humanitarian aid project operating  in Edinburgh, Fife and East Lothian to help 

bring vital supplies and support to the displaced refugees across Europe, and raised  £835.50 on the night. 

As much as it was mostly me organising the event, everyone was supportive from my parents to my amazing 

Drama teacher, Mrs Wyman who helped with the venue posters and ideas for the show.  The cast were        

incredible and I loved every second of the night.   I’d like to also thank the hard working tech guys who helped 

with sound and lighting!    I’m actually planning the next show as we speak, hopefully after Christmas 

and    before summer. 
 

Kieran Lynch, 4R1 
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BookFaces 
This year for Book Week Scotland we wanted to celebrate reading across the 

school so harnessed the enthusiasm of readers from lots of different                  

departments to have them show off their favourite book. The challenge was a kind of treasure hunt where 

pupils had to visit every department to find posters displayed on noticeboards and guess which member of 

staff was hiding behind each book. Some were easier to guess than others! S1 and S2 pupils competed to 

guess as many as they could, and the bar was set very high with the winners guessing 18/20 faces correctly! 

We awarded two iTunes vouchers to our top pair of BookFace detectives just in time for Christmas.  
 

 

Hungry for Books 
The LRC has also been taking part in  

the Hungry for Books initiative this 

year. Members of the public and 

school community have handed in 

good quality second-hand           

children’s books which are passed 

on to local food banks, so that 

they can be given out to families 

on a lower income over the     

festive season. As the only High 

School in the district taking part we wanted to 

show how kind the Broughton community could be and have managed 

to gather up more than 150 books! The copies we’ve collected includes favourites from              

JK Rowling (the Harry Potter series), Rick Riordan (Percy Jackson series) and Roald Dahl. Thank you to           

everyone who contributed, we are sure the recipients will be delighted! 
 

Author visits 
Earlier this year we were lucky enough to be visited by author Helen Grant who writes gothic and              

mysterious stories set in historical towns in Europe. Helen spoke to one of our S3 English classes about    

writing, spooky locations and   using George Clooney as inspiration! She also gifted the library a few copies 

of her new book Silent Saturday which will be reviewed in our Teen Titles pupil review magazine in the new 

year.  
 

Clubs in the library 
Our Clubs are a prominent feature in the library at lunchtimes with Chess Club and Book Group both going 

from strength to strength in their weekly slots. We’ve also introduced a new Comic and Manga Club on 

Mondays which will be involved with reviewing and judging new graphic novels for the Stan Lee Excelsior 

awards in early 2016. We also operate Whisper Wednesdays which is a weekly date for those that wish to 

study or use the library for quiet homework time.  

 
 

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year from  

Mrs McDonald, Miss Paton and the Library Ninjas! 

Festive news from the Library  

          Resource Centre 
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Maths 
Like the exponential function, Maths Club has continued its rapid growth this year.  It has been an 

exciting year and we have explored concepts in geometry, algebra, and even working with origami.  Our very 

own  Broughton mathletes have taken more responsibility for the club and they have successfully established 

their own board.  As such, it gives us huge pleasure to congratulate Yik Yik Beh, 4N2, who has been voted in as 

Maths Club’s first ever President.  She has been doing some sterling work in creating and leading activities. 

Maths Club meet in M6 every Thursday lunchtime.  

S2 Maths Masterclasses 
 

We were very happy that Sam Addis, Dexter Black,  
Charlie Hinds and Ruoxi Zheng managed to get places 
on  
the prestigious S2 Mathematics Masterclasses run by 
Edinburgh University, Heriot Watt University and  
Napier University.  These sessions give the young  
people an early   experience of what to expect as a 
Mathematics undergraduate.  The sessions cover a 
variety of interesting topics such as Code Breaking, 
Probability and      Infinity. The pupils all had a  
fabulous experience and we will be offering this  
wonderful opportunity once again to the current S1 pupils in the autumn of 2016. 
 
 
 

SMC Junior Maths Challenges 
 

Once again a very healthy contingent from Broughton High School took part 
in this annual competition. We will shortly discover the overall results but we 
are confident of being able to report an increased number of Gold, Silver and 
Bronze awards     following a very successful first of two events. The pupils 
gain valuable problem solving experience as well as being to pit their wits 
against pupils from every school in Scotland.   Mrs Sinclair works very hard to 
ensure that the competitors have their return in on time and to the high level  

of required neatness that the markers demand. Well done to all who were involved.  
 
 
 

After School Study 
 
It is very pleasing that a growing number of pupils continue to make good use of the many sessions that our 
wonderful Maths teachers offer for after school study and homework support. The feedback from the pupils 
has once again been extremely positive. More are always welcome and if you feel that you would benefit from 
this really good opportunity, why not make it your New Year’s resolution to come along and improve your 
Maths exam chances. The schedule posters are all over the Maths corridor. You might even get a bit of cake as 
well. :) 
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Health and Food Technology Department 

Carol Concert 

S4 and S5 Hospitality pupils were involved in making Mincemeat Pies 
And Shortbread for the school Carol Concert on Tuesday                    
15 December.   
 
We had many comments on the evening  about how delicious they 
were! 
 

   

 

The Santa Walk 

A number of pupils came along to the department after school to 
make their own  personalised 'Santa Hat' to wear on the Broughton 
Santa Walk. 
 

 

 

Practical cake craft 

This is the first year that the HFT department has run the National 5 Practical Cake Craft course.  It is a very 

‘hands-on’ course incorporating cake baking and cake finishing techniques.    

Students have completed a wide range of baked recipes and developed finishing skills such as piping,    

crimping and modelling.  Here is just a few of some their cakes and,  as you can see, they have created some 

lovely designs.   You can see these and others in the Gallery on the school website, here 

http://www.broughton.edin.sch.uk/cake-craft-class.html
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2016-17 Course Choice Information:  S2—S5 

Students will shortly be involved in making provisional and then final course choices for the 

2016/17 session.  We have a number of events to support this process for students and their 

parents and carers.  

Broughton Curriculum Timeline 2015-16 S2 S3 S4 S5 

Parents Consultation Evenings 
Opportunity to discuss your child’s progress in learning 
with subject teachers and Pupil Support Leaders. 

8.12.2015 20.4.2016 25.2.2016 12.11.2015 

Review of Learning starts 
Learners will consider career management skills          in-
cluding their strengths and areas of interest, before 
making  considered choices for the next stage of their 
curriculum. 

11.1.2016 11.1.2016 23.11.2015 23.11.2015 

Curriculum Fair 
An interactive afternoon when students visit “stalls” to 
find out about subjects, skills and career pathways       
relevant to future study, training and employment. 

13.1.2016   18.1.2016   

Curriculum Information Evening 
Curriculum information for parents and students          
outlining the choices and supports available to learners 
with lots of opportunity to ask questions. * The S4    
evening will also provide information about SQA        
Qualifications and assessments. 

14.1.2016 20.1.2016 
19.1.2016 

* 
2.2.2016 

Provisional choices completed 
This early provisional choice is important because it     
allows the school timetablers to respond to student    
demand for courses and to ensure that staffing is 
planned and in place. 

29.1.2016 5.2.2016 29.1.2016 29.1.2016 

Final choices completed 
Learners’ courses are reviewed and confirmed. 

May 2016 22.4.2016 24.3.2016 24.3.2016 

New Timetable starts                                      6.1.2016 

Prelims / Assessment Diet:  1 – 12 February 2016              

All S4/5/6 will be given one week of assessment leave, commencing on Monday 1 February 2016. 

 

All students should return to school on Monday 8 February when they will follow their normal timetable. 

They will be released from class to sit any remaining prelim exams and they will return to class after their 

exam. 

 

Full information regarding the Prelims is here:            
 

and the Prelim timetable is here:      

http://www.broughton.edin.sch.uk/images/Copy_of_Senior_Phase_Prelims_2016_Final.pdf
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School immunisation programme 

Immunisation helps protect our communities from a wide range of illnesses.  Thanks to immunisation,        
diseases such as polio have disappeared in the UK. However, these diseases could come back as they are still 
seen in many countries throughout the world - which is why it’s so important to get your jabs. 
 

The NHS Lothian school nurse team carry out an annual immunisation programme.  The vaccinations will be 
given in spring term 2016.  Consent packs are being issued now.  Please discuss the consent pack at home 
and return it to school as soon as you can. 
 

The teenage booster to ensure protection from tetanus, diphtheria and polio will be offered to pupils in S3.  
This completes the programme, begun in infancy, to give life-long protection.  
 

In addition this year all S3 – S6 pupils are recommended a meningitis vaccine (ACWY).  This is to protect 
against the W strain of meningitis which is on the increase across the UK. 

Punctuality 
 

Late-coming continues to be a problem for some students. We would like to stress the 
importance of being on time and highlighting the impact of regularly being late. 
 

 Missing out on information  
 Falling behind with work 
 Disrupting the learning of others 
 

We have introduced an extra bell in the mornings and at lunch time. These bells are 
rung 2 minutes before the start of the school morning and afternoon sessions and are 
to support punctual arrival to classes.  
We’d be grateful if parents would support us by ensuring that your child leaves the 
house in plenty of time to get to school. The dark, cold mornings make it difficult to get 
up and out of the house, but this is such an important life skill and should be learned at 
school. 
 
Thank you for your support. 

School Uniform 
 

Thanks to all parents who have supported Broughton’s uniform policy this term. Our students look very smart 
and we regularly have members of the public commenting upon our students’ appearance. It’s good to see 
our youngsters out and about in the community representing Broughton with pride. As always, your support 
is needed to ensure that these high standards are continued throughout the winter, and so a reminder about 
our uniform follows. 
 

Girls        Boys 
Black trousers or skirt - NO leggings permitted   Black trousers 
White shirt and tie      White shirt and tie 
Blazer, black jumper or cardigan    Blazer or black jumper 
Black shoes       Black shoes 
 



 

Broughton High School Twitter and           

Facebook 

We have official Broughton High School Facebook and Twitter accounts.   

If you would like regular updates about the school please like our              

Facebook page and follow us on Twitter!  

Contact Details: 

Broughton High School  

29 East Fettes Avenue 

Edinburgh EH4 1EG 

Tel: 0131 332 7805  /  Email:  admin@broughton.edin.sch.uk   

  www.broughton.edin.sch.uk  
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https://twitter.com/BroHighOfficial  

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Broughton-High-School/96241823763?ref=hl 

Dates for your Diary 
 
Thurs 7 Jan:     Pupils return to school 
Mon 11 Jan:      S1 and S6 Photographs 
 Thurs 14 Jan:   S2 Curriculum Evening 

            Fri 15 Jan:         S3 Vaccinations 
            Tues 19 Jan:    S4 Curriculum/SQA Evening 
            Feb 1-12:           Prelims 
            Feb 12:              Mid Term starts at end of day 
            Feb 22:             Term starts 

mailto:admin@broughton.edin.sch.uk
http://www.broughton.edin.sch.uk/
https://twitter.com/BroHighOfficial
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Broughton-High-School/96241823763?ref=hl

